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The 2nd Repeater is now  

Operational 

           147.090(+) MHz    



 

 
 

AND FROM THE PRESIDENT:                                        
 
 
 
 

 

? 
 
 
 

 
 

From the Editor 
 
It would appear that there will be no words from the President in this month’s newsletter.  As always, I’m so 
glad to get articles and news of interest to the club members.  If you have something you think would be of 
interest to your fellow hams please send them along.  Nothing is too trivial and will be much appreciated.   
 
Beginning in this month’s newsletter will be the first of a six-part article on CFS Alert.  I’m sure you will find it 
interesting and it certainly will give lots of reading. 
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Every TUESDAY at 7:30 p.m. K.A.R.C. Net VE3KBR 
 

SCHEDULE OF NET CONTROL STATIONS: 
 

          January, 2007       February, 2007      March, 2007     April, 2007 
         2 Jan - VE3NFU 
         9 Jan - VE3RPF 
       16 Jan - VA3ZE 
       23 Jan - VE3VJF 
       30 Jan - VE3JPW 

  6 Feb - VE3IDW 
13 Feb - VE3CLQ 
20 Feb - VE3NFU 

    27 Feb - VA3ZE 

  6 Mar - VE3CAK  
13 Mar - VE3NFU 
20 Mar - VE3RPF  
27 Mar - VA3ZE  

  3 Apr - VE3VJF 
10 Apr - VE3JPW 
17 Apr - VE3IDW  
24 Apr - VE3CLQ  

          
If there are any conflicts please contact Bill at ve7cvq@rac.ca and we'll juggle a few things. 
 

The net script has been posted on the Website 
 

 
 

Every Saturday - Breakfast at Smitty’s.  Starts at 8:00 a.m. but come early, chat and mingle. 
 
 

 
 
 

 

The Third MONDAY of every month at 7:00 p.m. is the A.R.E.S. 
REGULAR MONTHLY MEETING at the Woodbine Firehall, second 
floor. 
 
There is a now a repeater, VA3FOY 147.285(+) at Bancroft.  Licensee is 
Doug Peckhover.  

    
 

 
 

 
 

KARC Web page designed and maintained by: 
 

VA3KGB, Chip 
 

http://www.ve3kbr.com 
 

Publication Schedule of the KARC Newsletter will be January 27, 2006 
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OF INTEREST 
 
PLEASE NOTE:   
 
There is a new repeater and it is using the call sign of the late Cliff Ireland VE3HTN.  It is located at Toledo. 
Ontario.  Frequency is 146.865 –600 and can be heard in Kingston.  It is also linked full time to VA3TEL, 
Christie Lake (west of Perth), 146.230, VE3KJG, Lavant, 146.640; and Tweed, 145.370. 

 
 

 
As of Thursday, December 14, 2006 the Kingston Fun Net (KFN) has gone off the air.  There was very little 
response so the decision was made to end it. 
 

 
 

100 YEARS OF VOICE OVER RADIO 
 

December 2006 marks the 100th Anniversary of what is generally regarded as the first transmission of voice 
over radio achieved by Canadian experimenter Reginald A. Fessenden.  The Fessenden station, located at Brant 
Rock, Massachusetts, U.S.A., is said to have operated on a frequency of about 88 kHz using an alternator with a 
maximum powr output of about 300 watts. 
 
A century ago, radio – then called wireless – was amazing the world.  A century later, radio - once again being 
called wireless – is still amazing the world in new ways.  Surely, Fessenden, who later in life was an active 
radio amateur from his station VP9F in Bermuda, would marvel at the progress that continues to be made in 
digital voice and other technologies that could hardly have been imagined in 1906. 
 
What new breakthroughs will 2007 bring? 
 

 
 

SPECIAL PREFIXES AUTHORIZED 
 

At the request of Radio Amateurs of Canada, Industry Canada has authorized all Canadian radio amateurs to use 
special event prefixes for the months of December 2006 and January 2007, to mark the 100th Anniversary of the 
first AM voice broadcast by Reginald Fessenden on December 24. 1906. 
 
Reginald Fessenden, who was born in East Bolton, Quebec, On October 6, 1866, and lived until July 22,1932, 
was the holder of more than 500 patents on a wide variety of subjects, and the inventor of radio as we know it 
today.  He is particularly known for:  the first voice transmission by radio in 1900, the first transatlantic two-
way radio communications in January 1906, and the first radio broadcasts of entertainment and music in 
December 1906.  On Christmas Eve, 1906, from a transmitting station in Brant Rock, Massachusetts, he sent a 
short program, which included the song O Holy Night played on the violin, and a reading from the Bible.  A 
second short program was broadcast on December 31, 1906. 
 
Canadian radio amateurs are authorized to use the following special event prefixes during the period  
1 December 2006 to 31 January 2007, inclusive. 

CF for VA stations CG for VE stations CH for VO stations 
C10 for VYO stations C11 for VY1 stations C12 for VY2 stations 
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CONGRATULATIONS!!!!! 

 

 
 

‘Chip’ and Marilyn 
December 24, 2006 

 
 



                      

 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
 
A SPECIAL BULLETIN 
 
Why is it that in this club, and many other amateur radio clubs across the land, there is such a complete and 
utter lack of participation by the members, and in particular, by the people who don’t even support the club with 
their dues. 
 
Your 20-dollar dues go to support so many things that you simply take for granted. 
 
Are people so stupid that they don’t realize that without the club there would be: 
 
       1) No Freelist mailing list:          
I, and so many other people, have got that odd part that I needed for a project or sound advice on some problem 
that I was having.  I can’t imagine where I would look without this kind of resource available.  
 
        2) No repeaters: 
We are blessed with two repeaters. One has excellent coverage and the backup machine is experiencing 
problems.  The executive is aware of that! It is being looked into.  But most of the repeater committee actually 
have real jobs, families and other responsibilities.  The 09 machine needs a new home.  We are looking at that. 
BUT do you know how much time and effort went into putting that machine on the air?  Have you ever helped 
with it.  Not all of the jobs require technical expertise.  When was the last time you carried, or offered to help 
unload and move equipment onto the site?   This is a little job – requires no skill but it helps out. Hell, you 
might even learn something about repeaters and radios from the experts who built and maintain the repeater.  
And you know what?  Some day you just might need the expertise of one of the repeater gurus.  I am sure that 
he will think much more kindly of your request for assistance if he knows that you actually care about the club 
and the hobby.  
 
      3) No ARES:  
I won’t go into this. But you can have a read below. 
 
 4) No VE3KBR website: 
Which one of you thinks that the website was created by gremlins; who, during the night, create, update, and 
maintain the website? This site is known across Canada as a Ham resource and for its excellence! It was 
created, and maintained primarily by one person – a volunteer. The same volunteer who, when we had a 
vacancy on the executive, stepped in to help out. WHERE THE HELL were you? He has enough on his plate. 
But he took the time to volunteer for yet one more job. [I hope his wife isn’t too pissed off with him].  
 
 5) No IRLP 
Do you think that the IRLP is free? Actually it is - because a volunteer spends his time (and money) keeping it 
active. Why don’t you add $10 to your membership to support the IRLP? Obvious answer is:  I don’t use it.  
Ok, valid point.  But the point is:  it is not free [few things in life are]. The costs are in man-hours and some 
money.  Which one [or both] do you want to help out with? 
 
Oh, I have heard it all:   
Ham radio is no longer relevant.  
Young people don’t want to be a ham.  
The Internet is killing Ham radio 
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Well let’s see; when Katrina hit Louisiana the US government spent millions of dollars assembling amateur  
radio stations for use in affected areas.  Hams manned these stations providing health and welfare traffic that 
simply could not be provided by other means. As I understand it ARES across Canada is in a state of disrepair.   
 
I don’t care what excuses are put forth for this dilemma because that is what they are, excuses.  During my 28 
years as a ham, mostly in a different city, I have patrolled the city streets after a tornado hit.  This was not only 
with the blessing of the city police but also with their gratitude. I have done goblin patrol during the days of 
vandalism.  I have spent hours assisting with radio communications for charity events.  All of this is public 
service.  Did I get paid for it?  Yes.  I was paid in kind with a “Thank You”, a coffee at the finish line, but more 
importantly by the fellowship of other hams.  In my 28 years as a ham I have never sent a radio to a repair 
depot. Why?  Because I knew the gurus and they knew me; they did not fix the radio for me (well, one did) but 
they showed me how to do it, they provided advice, parts, and more importantly, support; making me a better 
technician [which I am not]. 
 
Young people, as I see it, don’t want to be hams because we, as a club do not cater to their needs. I have seen 
new members or ‘want to be’ members show up at the club meetings and they are basically snubbed! We are so 
busy with our cronies that we don’t take the time to introduce ourselves or make them feel welcome. Sit with 
these people and talk to them, make them feel welcome. Talk about Ham radio; what it can do; not what it can’t 
do.  
 
The Internet is NOT killing amateur radio! WE are killing it with apathy and neglect. 
 
The same people year after year make this club run.  Some of the people are irreplaceable! Without the repeater 
committee we would have no repeaters. You would have no 2-meter communications. This is the kind of job 
that you may not be able to do.  BUT you sure as HELL can keep the minutes of the meetings, be the treasurer 
or man a telephone for a special survey or event. No special talents required; just a will to do SOMETHING! 
 
Think about this:  In the early 80’s CARF and CRRL both tried to be your representative as the Canadian 
“ARRL”:  To represent you to the government and to ensure that you had the right to operate. This rivalry 
confused the government and the people so they decided to join. Whatever rivalry was there is gone because 
they are both gone. Now we have RAC. Radio Amateurs of Canada is your voice to the federal government.  
Are you a member?  Why not?  Your dues are wasted; is that the answer?  Did you know that RAC has/had 
only one paid employee?  So where does all of the millions of dollars go if they don’t pay anyone.  Well, it goes 
to support Amateur Radio.  AND, you know what?  There is so little money in the kitty that some delegates to 
international conferences pay their own way.  THEY CARE!  Do you?  
 
I am tired of hearing about what happened with ARES/RAC/CARF/whatever in the past.  Are we so old and 
crotchety that we can’t look to the future?  
 
So the bottom line is this: 
 
If this club folds due to YOUR lack of support – YOU LOSE! 
 
If YOU don’t have just an hour a month to dedicate to YOUR club - YOU LOSE! 
 
AND IF NOBODY STANDS UP TO BE COUNTED – WE ALL LOSE. 
 
And that is my point of view……………………………….…………………..Bill, VA3OL , Kingston, ON 
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A time of thought for our Silent Keys in 2006  
  

GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN 
 

VE3PTM-Bill Jeffrey; VE3OB-Terry French; VE3NB-Bernard Burdsall; VE3NWB-Howie Crowell;                 
VE3LYN-Clayton Bannister; VE3SH-Ferd Schijns; VE3GMC-Debbie Norman 

 
 

Our Sincere Sympathy to VE3UIN – Drew Wollin (and Karen) on the passing of Drew’s 
mother, on December 19, 2006 

 
 

SILENT KEY 
 

Obituary for Deborah Frances Norman 
 

NORMAN, Deborah Frances - Of Ottawa. Entered into rest after a courageous struggle 
with cancer, at the Ottawa General Hospital on Monday November 27, 2006, in her 51st 
year. Beloved daughter of Rev. Ken and Shirley Norman of Belleville. Lovingly 
remembered by her sister Donna of Gananoque, sister Denise and brother-in- law Greg of 
Elora, brother Doug and sister- in-law Leslie of Belleville, nephews and nieces Douglas, 
Taylor and Sarah Richardson, Katelynn and Beth Norman, Lucas and Sam Fess, and a host 
of family and close friends. Predeceased by sister Daphne and nephew Eric Fess. Family 
and friends are invited to call at the BURKE FUNERAL HOME (613 968-6968) 150 
Church St., Belleville on Thursday from 3-5 & 7-9 p.m. Funeral service will be held at 
Eastminster United Church on Friday December 1, 2006 at 1:30 p.m (corner of Herchimer 
Ave and Bridge St. East) Rev. Ed Bentley officiating. Reception to follow in church hall. A 
private family interment will take place at Victoria Cemetery, Tweed. In lieu of flowers, the 
amily would appreciate memorial donations to the Canadian Cancer Society or C.N.I.B  f 

 
Debbie Norman 

 
Debbie Norman was the General Manager of Radio Amateurs of Canada (RAC) at the Kingston office for 
many, many years.  She had an office staff of two and they did the work of 10 or more.   
 
Debbie had help from so many of the KARC and ARES members who volunteered when they could, doing any 
job that would help lighten the load and enjoying Debbie’s bubbly personality.  No matter what the question or 
request, Debbie was always cheerful.  When the RAC office was moved to Ottawa, Debbie’s presence was 
sorely missed, especially by the retired volunteers who had found a place where they could be of service and 
loved being there. 
 
We will miss you, Debbie!!!   
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upplementary 

Beyond 

                                                                                                                                                                         

CFS Alert 
Part One 

 
INTRODUCTION 

First opened in 1958 as Alert Wireless Station, call sign VDH, the 
station's name changed to CFS (Canadian Forces Station) Alert as a result 
of Unification and it became a part of the Canadian Forces S
Radio System.  

The station's mission is to maintain signals intelligence collection and 
geolocation facilities in support of the Canadian cryptologic program; to 
maintain radio frequency direction finding facilities in support of search 
and rescue (SAR) and other programs; and to provide support services to 
other organizations as directed. During the Cold War, Alert was a key 
asset in the UKUSA network of SIGINT collection stations.   

The motto on the badge reads: Inuit Nunangata Ungata, meaning "
the Inuit lands" 

LOCATION AND ENVIRONMENT 

CFS Alert, Nunavut is the most northern permanently inhabited settlement in the world. It is 
situated on the northeastern tip of Ellesmere Island in the Canadian Arctic; approximately 817 
km from the geographic North Pole at coordinates 82°28' N, 62°30' W.  

The most noticeable difference in Alert's environment compared to southern Canada is periods of 
full daylight and full darkness, lower temperatures and lower annual precipitation. From April 8 
to September 5, there is no night time. The sun rises to approximately 30 degrees above the 
horizon at noon and dips to 16 degrees above the horizon at midnight. From October 10 to March 
1, there is no direct sunlight. Between these periods, there are both nights and days of varied 
duration.  

The terrain in the immediate area is steeply rolling. The land here is frozen for almost ten months 
of the year so the vegetation which is found here consists of plants that can photosynthesize 
quickly during the short summer so they will be able to survive during the cold, harsh winter. 
Vegetation is found mostly in moist areas of the barren land. Along with the steep rolling terrain, 
it is common to come upon steep ravines and high cliffs. Plateaus at a high elevation in the Alert 
area are typical physical features.  

The total lack of solar heating, during the winter months, results in severely cold weather. In 
February, temperatures in the neighbourhood of -40 °C can be normal. At this low temperature, a 
cup of hot water tossed into the air quickly vapourized into millions of ice crystals! 
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Alert is situated at the very top of Ellesmere Island. Of strategic importance to 
Alert is the small weather station at Eureka.  Each year, a maintenance program 
is launched from Eureka in support of the six-station microwave chain, which 
connects Alert to Eureka and then to the satellite uplink. (Map courtesy 
Maps.com) 

HISTORY 

Alert was named after a British ship, HMS Alert, which wintered off Cape Sheridan, 9.7 km east 
of the present station in 1875-76. It was first settled in the early 1950's as a weather station of the 
Joint Arctic Weather Station (JAWS) system and operated by the RCAF. In summer of 1950, an 
RCAF Lancaster crashed during the establishment of the JAWS weather station when the 
parachute for resupplies being air dropped became entangled on the tail of the aircraft. All 9 
crew members were killed and are buried west of the airstrip.  
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Nine graves mark the burial spot in front of a memorial to the 
Lancaster crew killed after crash landing during a resupply attempt in 
1950. (Photo by Alex Urosevic -- Toronto Sun) 

During the Cold War, Alert was strategically important because of its proximity to the Soviet 
Union. It was the closest point in North America to many Russian military installations. The 
Soviets used the Arctic for naval bases and missile testing, giving them first-strike capability 
against North America. Alert was near enough to pick up radio communications between the 
bases and submarines, ships and aircraft. In fact, Alert is closer to Moscow than it is to Ottawa. 
The possibilities of using the site for intercepting radio signals warranted a military presence.  

In 1956, when consideration was being given to a listening post in the high Arctic, there were 
already two "experimental" stations in existence - Resolute Bay, NWT  (now Nunavut) and 
Alert.  In September 1958, Resolute was closed down and Alert became the high Arctic station 
operated by the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals (RCCS). Five additional buildings were 
constructed in addition to the existing structures built in 1956 - a mess, 3 
barracks/accommodations buildings, a power house and vehicle maintenance building. The 
operations building housed the radio intercept and cryptographic equipment. Up to 24 men were 
posted to Alert at any one time during this era. A tour of duty at Alert was normally six months 
in duration back then but today it can vary from 3 to 6 months. In 1966, the station was 
manned by the RCN, Army and RCAF in the proportion 7-9-4 1 . 

On February 1, 1968 the Unification of the RCN, RCAF and Canadian Army to form the 
Canadian Armed Forces caused Alert Wireless change its name to Canadian Forces Station Alert 
(CFS Alert). Now, its personnel were no longer drawn from the air force or navy, but rather from 
the Canadian Forces Supplementary System.  

On October 30, 1991 an AIRCOM CC-130 Hercules transport aircraft flying to Alert from 
Edmonton, Alberta via Thule, Greenland, was on final approach to the airstrip. The pilot 
apparently was flying by Visual Flight Rules instead of Instrument Flight Rules. The aircraft 
crashed 2 miles short of the runway, killing 5 of the 18 passengers and crew. Subsequent rescue 
efforts by personnel from CFS Alert, USAF personnel from Thule, and CF personnel from bases 
in southern Canada, were hampered by a blizzard and local terrain.   The crash investigation 
recommended all CC-130s be retrofitted with ground proximity detectors. The crash and rescue 
efforts provided the plot for a film called "Ordeal in the Arctic." 
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At its peak, CFS Alert had upwards of 215 personnel posted at any one time. The station became 
a key asset in the global ECHELON network of the US-UK-ANZAC intelligence sharing 
alliance, with Alert being privy to many secret Soviet communications regarding land based and 
sea based ICBM test launches and many operational military deployments.  

LIFE AT THE STATION IN THE PAST  

Alert is still a "hardship" post. No family members are permitted to live at the station. Prior to 
the station's downsizing in 1997, Communicator Research (291) operators were virtually 
guaranteed to serve a tour at Alert every four years. Many Communicator Research operators 
have spent a total of five years in Alert during their military career.  

One individual who served in Alert with the RCN adds another perspective to hardship aspect of 
the posting. "Life in Alert was always difficult and the environment inhospitable, but that station 
always had the advantage of weekly mail and supply aircraft.  Places like Aklavik and Frobisher 
endured much harsher conditions and long periods of deprivation of basic supplies and there 
never was any acknowledgment by the authorities.  Mind you, the sailors didn't do much 
complaining, but to go extended periods without any physical contact with “the outside” was 
something the personnel in Alert did not have to endure.  The annual freeze up period of the 
Mackenzie River and the corresponding breakup period in the spring meant no mail and no 
aircraft for extended periods.  Supplies in Aklavik came once per year by barge and personnel 
had to survive on that until the following year - meat, eggs, toilet paper; you name it.  

In Aklavik, because dependents accompanied married personnel, there was no consideration 
given to the prolonged isolation, the extended periods of no contact with the South, and the 
enforced existence in an environment that did not take into consideration the needs of men in 
their early 20's who were forbidden to “fraternize” with the “native” population. Another 
example was Naval Radio Station Padloping Island. It was a two-year tour, abysmal living 
conditions and only the occasional drop by RCAF overflights.  

Alert had none of this. In later years, an aircraft came in at least once a week. Fresh supplies 
were always on hand.  Mail was always no more than a week away.  The station had its problem 
areas to be sure - like no women in our day and martinet-like army discipline. But they didn't 
have nearly the hardship we endured in the Arctic. Personnel also got a medal for their time in 
Alert.  We did two and three-year postings in the Western Arctic and the powers in Ottawa didn't 
acknowledge the contribution.  It was simply "time in".  

It is hoped, that in time, NDHQ recognizes the sacrifices made by RCN personnel in the SIGINT 
stations in Churchill, Frobisher, Chimo, Aklavik and Inuvik, the weather station at Padloping 
Island, and the RCCS personnel in the NWT&Y stations in the Western Arctic, and make at least 
a token effort towards recognizing and appreciating what was done for Canada in those bleak 
years. We are under no illusions that their service will ever be acknowledged or recognized. 
Alert was the squeaky wheel that got the grease".  
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Lynn Wortman served at Alert in 1960-61. He provides this snippet about life at the station. 
"Working conditions were excellent, but the social life was pretty boring. We had one ping-pong 
table, one shuffleboard and many tape recorders with miles of tape from the old radio program 
called Rawhide. We used to get one movie a week, if we were lucky. One day, we ran out of beer 
and cigarettes. It was over a month before the folks in resupply decided to send replenishments. 
Funny thing, we lost 5 or 6 cases of beer on the way from the airfield to the base. Those were the 
good old days".  

Earle Smith also remembers life at the base. "I want to point out that during the first six months 
of operations in 1957-58 there was no such thing as regular RCAF aircraft bringing in supplies. 
Many C-119's and North Stars were often on runs overseas in support of UN operations so we 
knew we wouldn't get much from them.  USAF MATS flights, operating on a somewhat 
irregular schedule to pick up materials to ship to Ottawa and Washington, dropped in on us 
occasionally.  It was not unusual for those guys to "accidentally" kick off a couple of film 
canisters that contained very recent Hollywood films. They would pick them up on their next 
flight. The OC was pretty good about regularly proclaiming some of the beer stores as having 
gone "skunky" and should be disposed of immediately. A party would be promptly initiated and 
the "skunky" beer disposed of within a few hours".  

Until 1980, only men were permitted in the Communicator Research occupations, thus, only men 
were posted to Alert. In September 1980, however, DND began trial postings of a small number 
of women to Alert. In May 1983, as a result of the success of those trials, the employment of 
women at Alert was authorized and the Communicator Research occupation was opened to 
women.  

One of Alert's biggest headaches during the early years was the disposal of human waste. Since 
there was no septic system in place, all sewage was collected in empty 45-gallon drums. Each 
building had "throne" room, which was found to the side of the main (front) entrance of each 
building. The throne was raised in order to accommodate the 45-gallon drum below, which 
collected the waste.  On a regular schedule, the “Shwailets Detail” picked up all waste. Shwailets 
was a acronym for Shit/Water/Oil/etc. Collection was every four days.  For Monday it was the 
honey buckets and garbage; Tuesday was water, Wednesday for oil, and Thursday the rotation 
started again. The 45-gallon drums were not capped with any lid, so they had to be handled with 
great care.  

Dry waste was offloaded at the dump while the drums containing the "honey" were taken to 
"Shwailets Hill"  
where they were placed out to freeze. By the next pickup cycle, the now frozen drums would be 
would be kicked over the hill where they would roll down onto the ice of "Shiwailets Bay" and 
"fresh" drums placed out to freeze. One can only imagine the "aroma" at Shwailets Bay once 
summer came. Garbage was never flown out of Alert. It was always hauled to a nearby dump, 
sometimes burned and the remains bulldozed into a nearby bay. Today dump is located further 
away from the bay and garbage is routinely burned. It is now very eco-friendly operation. 
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Alert's famous signpost, located at the airstrip, was constructed as a Centennial project in 
1967. The original sign is the one in the very center. Personnel wishing to personalize the 
signpost have added everything else. (Courtesy Canada Science and Technology Museum. 
Photo #03-2314) 

RADIO OPERATIONS 

In the beginning, all SIGINT traffic was encrypted and transmitted to Ottawa by high frequency 
radio. Amateur radio was designated as an emergency backup to the HF link. Bill Robinson 
provides excerpts regarding the early history of the HF link.  

"G.J. Bury 9 provides more details on the transmitting arrangements. Transmitters: 10 kW at 
southern end, using "compromise rhombic antenna", radio teletype with double frequency shift; 
5 kW at northern terminal, using frequency diversity, with the same antenna system. Receivers: 
both  are equipped with rhombic antennas and conventional high quality receivers. Frequencies: 
South to North: 5-16 Mc, North to South: 7.5-16 Mc. Monthly circuit availability in each 
direction varies from about 40 to 93 per cent. Lower availability figures: 57% in 1960, 46% in 
1961, 43% in 1962, 37% in Jan 1963. October to March is "the low availability period" for each 
year, with less pronounced lows occurring at other times. The "mean efficiency" of the main HF 
link in 1966 was only 67%. It used three, wire rhombic antennas10.  
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An LF-Troposcatter-Microwave circuit also existed from Alert to Ottawa (4200 km), with a 
"fairly constant efficiency of 97 percent" [Pratley]. This circuit was described by Bury as 
follows: A LF circuit "with both terminals north of the Arctic Circle and separated by 700 km" 
[i.e., the distance between Alert and Thule]. Transmitters: each 3 kW, North end transmits at 
245 kc and uses a 150 ft tower; South end transmits at 140 kc and uses 625-foot tower -- this 
tower is "all that remains of an LF experimental navigation system". System was a radio teletype 
circuit with error detection and correction equipment. Southern end patched into a tropospheric 
system, ultimate terminal in the southern part of the country: "circuit provides 95 per 
cent availability all year around." [Bury]. This circuit was probably LF to Thule, tropo to Cape 
Dyer, NWT then tropo over DEW systems and south to the domestic microwave system.  

The tropo link from the eastern Arctic to southern Canada was established in 1956. The Thule to 
Cape Dyer tropo link, primarily used for carrying BMEWS early warning data from Thule, was 
"technically unsatisfactory" and "shut down in the early seventies."  It was replaced by a tropo 
link to Hall Beach, NWT. "Also technically unsatisfactory, this system was converted to satellite 
in 1985, and the troposcatter system was discontinued.11."                                                                                                        

                                                                                     (To be cont’d in next newsletter – Part Two: Radio Operations) 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
 

KINGSTON AMATEUR RADIO CLUB 
 

As of 18 Dec 2006 
For period 18 Nov– 18 Dec 2006 

 
 

INCOME  General (ball caps)   $97.95 
      

                                                 
 TOTAL INCOME             $97.05 
 
EXPENSES  
  

      
                                
  

TOTAL EXPENSES                $0.00 
 
 
 
 
BALANCES   KCCU                       $4156.21 
     Dividend Savings                $10.00 

KCCU SHARES     $150.00     
 
 
TOTAL CLUB ASSESTS   $4316.26 
 
 

 
Terry Murphy, Treasurer, KARC.                18 Dec 2006 
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KARC AGENDA 

 
Meeting Date:  January 3, 2007 

 
At Smitty’s Restaurant, back room 

 
7:00 p.m. 

 
 

1. Introduction of members 

2. Additions and/or deletions 

3. Minutes of Monthly Meeting Errors/Omissions 

4. Treasurer's Report 

5. Old Business 

6. 50/50 Draw 

7. New Business 

            1) Election of Officers – from the floor 

8. Reports: 

     a) RAC 

     b) Net Manager - VE3KFS 

     c) KARC Newsletter 

     d) Web page - VA3KGB 

     e) Any other reports 

      9.   Adjournment 
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE KINGSTON AMATEUR RADIO CLUB 
Held on December 6, 2006  

At SMITTY'S RESTAURANT, PRINCESS ST. 
 
The meeting opened at 7PM by Tom, VA3ZE 
 
A moment of silence was held for Debbie Norman, General Manager for Radio Amateurs of Canada. 
 
1. All members were introduced 
 
Special report of the Nominating Committee: 
K. A. R. C. Nominations 
 
Motion: 
 

1) Since the nominating committee could not put forward a complete slate of nominees for offices in the                 
K.A.R.C., the committee resigns and asks that a new nominating committee be formed. 

        
2) Since we could not put forth a complete set of nominees for officers of the KARC, that the elections be               

postponed until the January 2007 meeting. 
 

3) At that time, if a complete slate of officers cannot be produced, the KARC becomes dormant until a set 
of officers can be determined. 

 
Moved by Ron, VE3IDW.  Seconded by Bill, VE3NFU.  CARRIED 
 

Discussion 
 
We only had two possible candidates, one of whom is completely unknown to the committee. We do not wish 
to put forward these names, as then they would have the entire load of duties until others are nominated. 
Just like the net, it is time we determined that if we want a radio club then we need members and we have to be 
willing to accept positions in the club. Several people said they would do a particular task but not be on the 
executive for very valid reasons. However, this is the same group of people who have done tasks in the past. 
The let Joe do it attitude is no longer appropriate. 
 
This is an attitude throughout the amateur community. I hear many people complaining about what has been 
done by clubs, RAC, IC etc. However, I never hear them volunteer their services to the organizations to help 
with the problem. I hear many people on our repeater, for example, who do not even belong to the club or 
support activities. It is time for those who have not served on the executive or taken a task to do so. 
(American Situation mentioned) 
 
Ron Walsh VE3IDW 
Doug, VE3FFR 
Motion Passed. 
 
2. MINUTES:  Moved that the minutes of October be accepted by Bill, VA3OL and seconded by Chip, 
VA3KGB.   CARRIED 
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3. TREASURER’S REPORT was presented by VA3TRM – Terry.   
     Moved by VA3TRM that the treasurer’s report be accepted. Seconded by Les, VE3KFS.  CARRIED 
 
 
4. OLD BUSINESS 
 
We will continue to investigate a joint Belleville – Kingston meeting to be held in the spring in Napanee. 
 
5.  50/50 Draw 
 Won by John, VA3GST, the winnings were $10.00 and were donated to the club. 
 
6. NEW BUSINESS 
 

Elections will be held at the January meeting. Unfortunately Ron, VE3IDW had to leave the meeting.  
Bill, VE3NFU moved that since there was no one willing to head up the nominating committee for the January 
meeting that the elections be held from the floor. Seconded by Roy, VE3VJF carried.  
 
7. REPORTS:  
 

1) RAC:  The FCC (U.S.) has approved the 80 meter band plan be changed to allow SSB down to 3.600 
Mhz. Check out the RAC website: Canadian hams may use a special CG/CF prefix until January 31, 2007 to 
celebrate 100 years of voice radio.  
  

2) NET MANAGER: Participation continues to be good.  
 

3) IRLP: No report 
  

4) KARC NEWSLETTER: Joan is always looking for your stories and articles. 
 

5) WebPages: Chip is looking for pictures, articles etc for the website. 
 

6) Hearts and Flowers:  
         Don, VE3MNE has heart surgery scheduled. 

 
         Andy K of oldies 960 radio fame passed away on Sunday. He held an amateur radio call for many               

years. Although not an active ham he was a supporter of the hobby and the club. Andy did an on the air 
interview promoting the club events earlier this year. 
 
OTHER ITEMS: 
 
Les, VE3KFS is considering another bulk purchase of powerpole connectors. 
 
PRESENTATION:  Unfortunately Rob, VE3RPF was unable to give his presentation due to illness.  
 
ADJOURNMENT: Moved by Tom, VA3ZE; Seconded by Chip, VA3KGB.  CARRIED  
 
Bill Rumball, VA3OL 
Secretary KARC 
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